
Pres. Trump to hold Wednesday evening press conference

LOCAL NEWS

Court allows Chicago attorney to help in Girard speed
camera lawsuit
The court ruled this week that Attorney Thomas Zimmerman can
participate in the case

COLUMBUS, Ohio (WKBN) – A Chicago attorney that specializes in class action

lawsuits is being allowed to practice law in Ohio in the speed camera lawsuit against

the City of Girard.
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The court ruled this week that Attorney Thomas Zimmerman, Jr. can participate in

the case.

The lead attorney in the case is Marc Dann from the Dann Law Firm in Cleveland.

Miles Black and others are suing the city and the camera ticket company Blue Line

Solutions, LLC, in connection with tickets that were issued on Interstate 80.

According to the complaint, each Plaintiff was issued a citation for speeding in the

City of Girard between December 7, 2017 to January 7, 2018.

During that time, the posted speed limit on I-80 was 55 mph. According to the

Plaintiffs, the speed limit in the subject area should have been 65 mph since the

Ohio Department of Transportation had completed construction in the area on

December 7, 2017.

The citations were issued by the City of Girard through Blue Line’s traf�c

enforcement system, which issues tickets through the mail based on speed camera

photos.

The case has been given class action status by the Trumbull County 11th District

Court of Appeals.

The City of Girard and Blue Line are appealing the class action status.

Copyright 2020 Nexstar Broadcasting, Inc. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or

redistributed.
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Youngstown Foundation executive director re�ects on tenure after announcing
retirement
by Stan Boney / Aug 12, 2020

Read the Full Article 

Lisbon sells apple-themed masks to community in light of canceled festival
by WKBN Staff / Aug 12, 2020

YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio (WKBN) - The Youngstown Foundation is a group that

doesn't get as much credit for the work it does, which means the woman in charge

doesn't get the credit she deserves either.

That woman is Jan Strasfeld, who recently announced her retirement. She will

leave behind a legacy of giving and charitable work that will bene�t the community

for generations.

LISBON, Ohio (WKBN) - Lisbon canceled the Johnny Appleseed Festival, but it's

selling masks with the apple theme to help you comply with the mask mandate.

The masks even come in different designs on the inside and outside. They were

originally ordered for a food drive-thru festival.
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Read the Full Article 

Youngstown man shares pandemic struggles as a deaf person through videos
on social media
by Keely Lovern / Aug 12, 2020

Read the Full Article 

TOP STORIES

YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio (WKBN) - We've heard struggles from the deaf community

regarding the pandemic and wearing masks. Now a Youngstown man is making

videos about his challenges and sharing them online.

Justin Loncar is sharing his new normal with the world.
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Ohio police o�cer indicted on 24 counts of
unauthorized use of investigative databases

Grand jury indicts former Warren employee on theft
in o�ce charges

Crash sends mother, two children to hospital in
Lawrence Co.

Colombia arrests US men accused of selling fake
COVID cure

Read more stories 
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Mother seeks answers in son’s hit-and-run case in
Youngstown

WHO urges public to avoid routine dental cleanings
during pandemic

Biden introduces VP choice Harris; much history, no
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crowd State Department rejects further probe of diplomat’s

remarks
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Report an error
Is there a mistake in the story above? (Ex: typo, wrong address, etc). Let us know using the form below.

What is the title of the story? *

Help us quickly identify where the mistake has been made.

Your email address *

So we can let you know when we've fixed the mistake.

What is the mistake?

Let us know what the mistake is here.
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